Abstract: Based on the ideas of the paper [8] by Talal Rahman and Jan Valdman we propose an effective and flexible way to assemble finite element stiffness and mass matrices in MATLAB for problems discretized by edge finite elements. Typical edge finite elements are Raviart-Thomas elements used in discretizations of H (div) spaces and Nédélec elements in discretizations of H (curl) spaces. The major loops in the code have been vectorized using the so called array operation in MATLAB, and no low level languages like C or Fortran have been used for the purpose. The implementation is based on having the vectorization part separated, in other words hidden, from the original code thereby preserving its original structure, and its flexibility as a finite element code. We explain vectorization ideas and comment on a freely available MATLAB code which is fast and scalable with respect to time.
Introduction
Elliptic problems containing the full gradient operator ∇ of scalar or vector arguments are formulated in weak forms in H 1 Sobolev spaces and discretized using nodal finite element functions. Efficient MATLAB vectorization of the nodal finite element functions and a resulting fast assembly of stiffness matrices was explained in [8] . The focus of this paper is the extension of ideas of [8] to vector problems operating with divergence operator div and rotation operator curl. Such problems appear in electromagnetism and also are related to various mixed or dual problems in mechanics. Weak forms of these problems are defined in H (div) and H (curl) Sobolev spaces. A finite element discretization is done in terms of edge elements, typically Raviart-Thomas elements for H (div) problems [9] and Nédélec elements [6] for H (curl) problems. Edge element basis functions are not defined on the nodes of 2D triangular 3D tetrahedral meshes, but on edges and faces. Edge elements provide only partial continuity over element boundaries: continuity of normal vector component for H (div) problems and continuity of tangential vector component for H (curl) problems.
The method of finite elements applied to H (div) and H (curl) problems and its implementation has been well documented, see for instance [11] including high order polynomials defined through hierarchical bases. A user can find many software codes (for instance NGSOLVE by Joachim Schöeberl or HERMES by PavelŠolín) written in object oriented languages allowing for higher order elements defined on elements with curved boundaries. Such codes are very powerful, capable of high complexity computations and provide certain flexibility via user interface. However, if some features are not available, it is usually difficult to understand the source code and modify it. We believe that our MATLAB code is more convenient for students and researchers who wish to become familiar with edge elements and prefer to have their own implementation. We consider the lowest order linear edge elements defined on 2D triangles and 3D tetrahedra only, and hope that a careful reader will be able to modify the code for higher order elements as well. Our vectorization is based on operations with long vectors and arrays in MATLAB. This technique is therefore convenient for implementation also in other programming languages (especially interpreted languages).
There is plenty of literature dedicated to construction of nodal elements in MATLAB, but only a few related to edge elements. The paper [2] provided a good inspiration for the implementation of a multigrid based solver for H (div) majorant minimization [12] by the second author. Our implementation here utilizes vectorization techniques and it is therefore significantly faster in its performance. Even without any parallelization, is allows for assemblies of matrices with around billions of rows on a computer with sufficient operational system memory. The MATLAB software is available for free download and testing at MATLAB Central at http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/46635
The code is built on top of MATLAB codes related to the vectorization of nodal elements described in [8] .
In [13] the authors implemented a vectorized code for 2D continuous elements, and compare its performance to the codes of [4, 5, 8] . In [5] the authors implemented linear and higher order continuous elements in 2D and 3D, and also the linear Raviart-Thomas element in 3D. However, the authors provided the code only for the linear continuous element. The iFEM package [4] has efficient implementation of FEM assembly routines for various different linear and higher order elements. However, due to page limitations, we are unable to make comparisons to these codes.
The paper is divided as follows: Section 2 shortly describes the implemented linear edge elements without going into details. In Section 3 we go through the particular constructions related to the implementation of these elements. We also show the time performance and scalability of the vectorized assembly routines. Section 4 illustrates two applications of edge elements: a functional majorant minimization in a posteriori analysis and solving of an electromagnetic problem.
Linear edge elements
We denote by Ω an open, bounded, and connected Lipschitz domain in R d , where d ∈ {2, 3} denotes the space dimension. The divergence (2D and 3D) and rotation (3D) of a vector valued function w : Ω → R d are defined as
We consider two types of rotation operators in 2D, the vector operator curl and the scalar operator curl
applied to a scalar function f : Ω → R and to a vector function w : Ω → R 2 . The operator curl is frequently called the "co-gradient" in literature, and is often denoted by ∇ ⊥ . The operators give rise to the standard Sobolev spaces:
where L 2 denotes the space of square Lebesque integrable functions. Assuming that Ω is discretized by a triangular (in 2D) or a tetrahedral (in 3D) mesh T , Raviart-Thomas and Nédélec elements represent basis functions in H (div, T ) and H (curl, T ) spaces. The numbering of the degrees of freedom of the lowest order (linear) elements can be seen in Figure 1 . We denote the global edge basis functions by η RT0 and η Ned0 , and by x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) T the spatial variable in Ω. Similarly, we define the reference basis functions and spatial variable simply by adding the hat·, i.e.,x denotes the spatial variable in the reference element. The reference basis functions of the Raviart-Thomas element are as follows (see, e.g., [6, 9] ):
In the following, F K denotes the affine element mapping F K (x) := B Kx + b K from the reference element to an element K in the mesh. In order to preserve normal continuity of the reference basis functions, we need to use the so-called Piola mappings. The values and the divergence values are mapped as follows (see, e.g., [3] ): The reference basis functions of the Nédélec element are (see, e.g., [6] ):
Again, we need to use a Piola mapping in order to preserve the tangential continuity. The values are mapped as follows (see, e.g., [6, 10] ):
). The rotation is mapped differently depending on the dimension:
We are interested in assembly of the stiffness matrices K RT0 , K Ned0 and the mass matrices M RT0 , M Ned0 defined by
where the indexes i and j are the global numbering of the degrees of freedom, i.e., they are related to the edges, or faces of a mesh. By using the Piola mappings, we are able to assemble the local matrices using the reference element. For example, by using (1), the local stiffness matrices related to the global matrices K RT0 and M RT0 can be calculated on each element K ∈ T by
whereK is the reference element, i.e., unit triangle in 2D or unit tetrahedron in 3D. The indexes k and l run through all the local basis functions in the element: k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3} in 2D, and k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} in 3D.
Implementation of edge elements
We consider triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D and denote by #ω the number of elements in the set ω, and by N , E, F , and T the sets of nodes, edges, faces, and elements, respectively. Note that faces F exist only in 3D. We need the following matrices in order to implement edge elements. The second column states the size of the structure, and the third column the meaning of the structure.
nodes2coord #N × 2/3 nodes defined by their two/three coordinates in 2D/3D (in [8] coordinates) edges2nodes #E × 2 edges defined by their two nodes in 2D/3D faces2nodes #F × 3 faces defined by their three nodes in 3D
With these matrices available, we can then express every element by the list of its nodes, edges, or faces:
elems2nodes #T × 3/4 elements by their three/four nodes in 2D/3D (in [8] elements) elems2edges #T × 3/6 elements by their three/six edges in 2D/3D elems2faces #T × 4 elements by their four faces in 3D
In 2D, if one uses the unit triangle as the reference configuration, both the linear Raviart-Thomas elements and the linear Nédélec elements have a degree of freedom related to each of the three edges, totaling three degrees of freedom. In 3D, if one uses the unit tetrahedron as the reference configuration, the linear Nédélec elements will have a degree of freedom related to each of the six edges, and the Raviart-Thomas element will have a degree of freedom related 
Figure 2: Elements by their nodes and edges, i.e., global numbering of degrees of freedom for 2D linear finite elements. The triangle number is denoted by n.
to each of the four faces. Thus, the structures elems2{nodes,edges,faces} define the numbering of global degrees of freedom for a mesh. In Figure 2 we have further illustrated the structure of the mesh data in 2D.
Since the degrees of freedom are integrals over edges or faces, we need to know how they are oriented. First, we need to agree what is the positive orientation for an edge or a face in the mesh we have. Then, we proceed as follows. For every element, we have an affine mapping from the reference element to the element in the mesh. The reference element has a certain orientation for the edges and faces. These directions are depicted in Figure 1 . If the orientation of an edge, or the orientation of a face is mapped in the same direction as the positive direction we had agreed upon, we assign +1 for this edge/face. Otherwise we assign −1. Then we have the following structures:
signs_e #T × 3/6 +1 or −1 for every edge of an element, corresponding to elems2edges signs_f #T × 4 +1 or −1 for every face of an element in 3D, corresponding to elems2faces
The situation in 2D is illustrated in Figure 3 . In 2D, for the linear Raviart-Thomas element we need to know which edge unit normal vectors to use, and for the linear Nédélec element we need to know which unit tangential vectors to use. In 2D the orientation tangential vectors can be directly deduced from the mesh data. Each triangle in the mesh data is defined by its three nodes in the structure elems2nodes. We can simply agree that a triangle's edge is positively oriented, if the order of the node indexes in elems2nodes is such that the beginning node index is smaller than the ending node index. Assuming that the nodes in elems2nodes are all oriented the same way (clockwise or counter-clockwise), we arrive at +1 and -1 for every edge (one edge is shared by only two triangles). Then the same sign data can directly be utilized for the normal directions. In our software package the edges are calculated by the function get_edges() and the orientation related to edges is calculated by the function signs_edges().
In 3D, for the linear Nédélec element we need to again know which edge unit tangential vectors to use. The calculation of the orientations in signs_edges() is identical to the 2D case. In 3D, for the linear Raviart-Thomas element we need to know which face unit normal vectors to use. Without going further into details, the faces are calculated by the function get_faces(), and the orientation related to faces is calculated by signs_faces().
Figure 3: Orientation of 2D edge elemets sharing an edge. The thick line denotes the agreed positive direction, and n is the triangle number.
Vectorized assembly routine
As an example, we go through the needed program code for calculating the stiffness matrix K RT0 with Raviart-Thomas elements. We assume we have the mesh in the form of the structures nodes2coord and elems2nodes, i.e., we have the node coordinates, and the representation of elements by their nodes. On the first line we obtain the affine transformation matrices for all elements B_K (2 × 2 × #T in 2D, and 3 × 3 × #T in 3D). Similarly, B_K_det (#T × 1) contains the determinants of B_K. On the second line we obtain the structure elems2faces, which is the representation of elements by their faces. Note that indeed the numbers in elems2faces are indexes to faces2nodes. More importantly, elems2faces is the numbering of the degrees of freedom for this particular element. On the third line we calculate the orientations for faces in 3D. Then, we call K_RT0 = stiffness_matrix_RT0(elems2faces,B_K_det,signs_f); M_RT0 = mass_matrix_RT0(elems2faces,B_K,B_K_det,signs_f);
to assemble the stiffness and mass matrices. The main part of the function stiffness_matrix_RT0 is the vectorized assembly Note that the outer for-loop on line 5 is not over elements, but over integration points. There is no need to loop over elements, since our data structures contain information for all elements at the same time. Instead, we have a for-loop over integration points, which is of course a much smaller loop, resulting in much faster performance. This is what we mean by vectorization of the for-loop over elements. Of course, since all the affine mappings and other data has to be available for all elements at the same time, this method requires more system memory.
On lines 8-11 we assemble the local matrix entry (m,k) (for the integration point i) for all elements at the same time. Here the divergences of the reference basis functions are transformed using the Piola transform (1) , and the assembly is done according to (2) . Note that since the matrix is symmetric, it is sufficient to assemble only the diagonal and upper triangular entries, hence the indexing on the loop in line 7 begings from the previous loop index m, and not 1. On line 15 the symmetric entries are copied to the lower triangular part of STIFF. After this, the global matrix is assembled from the local matrices in STIFF, but this part of the code we have excluded here.
This assembly routine consists only of the normal matrix operations of MATLAB. However, on most of the assembly routines more complicated array operations have to be made. The functions providing this functionality are in a directory called "library vectorization", which was also used in the vectorization of nodal elements in [8] .
Performance in 2D and 3D
For investigating the performance of our vectorized assembly routines, we chose an L-shaped domain in 2D, and the unit cube for 3D. The results were performed with MATLAB 7.13.0.564 (R2011b) on a computer with 64 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-8837 processors running at 2.67GHz, and 1 TB system memory. The computer is located at the University of Jyväskylä. Results can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 .
Uniform refinement results in 4 times more triangles in 2D, and 8 times more tetrahedra in 3D. Thus, in each refinement step the optimal increase in time would be 4 in 2D and 8 in 3D. We see from Tables 1 and 2 that both 2D and 3D assembly routines scale with satisfactory performance as the problem size is increased. In 2D, on level 14 we already had over 2.4 billion elements, and the 1 TB system memory was still occupied by level 13 matrices. This forced the computer to start using swap memory, which considerably slowed the calculation of the new ∼ 2.4 billion × 2.4 billion matrices for level 14. 4 Examples of vectorized FEM computations using edge elements
Minimization of functional majorant using Raviart-Thomas elements
Let us consider a scalar boundary value (Poisson's) problem
, v = 0 on ∂Ω} and a given right hand side f ∈ L 2 (Ω). The exact solution u is sought from a weak formulation
Assume that v ∈H 1 (Ω) is an approximation of the exact solution u of (3). Then, a functional error estimate from [7] states that
where M is called a functional majorant. The norm · := · L 2 (Ω) denotes the L 2 -norm for scalar and vector valued functions. The global constant C F represents the smallest possible constant from the Friedrichs' inequality w ≤ C F ∇w which holds for all w ∈H 1 (Ω). Note that the estimate (4) is sharp: by choosing y = ∇u, the inequality changes into an equality. By this we immediately see that minimizing M with respect to y provides us a way to obtain approximations of the flux ∇u. Since the M contains nondifferentiable norm terms, we apply the Young's inequality (a + b)
The majorant M arguments v and f are known, and upper bounds of C F are also known. The parameter β > 0 and function y ∈ H(div, Ω) are free parameters. For a fixed value of β, the majorant represents a quadratic functional in y. Global minimization of M with respect to y results in the following problem for y:
On the other hand, for a fixed y,
minimizes M amongst all β > 0. It suggests the following solution algorithm: Algorithm 1 (Majorant minimization algorithm). Let β > 0 be given.
(a) Compute y (using current value of β) by minimizing the quadratic problem M(∇v, f, C F , β, y) → min.
(b) Update β (using y calculated in step (a)) from (6) . If the convergence in y is not achieved then go to step (a).
We solved the quadratic minimization problem in (a) by discretizing the problem (5) with the linear RaviartThomas elements. For this both of the FEM matrices M RT0 and K RT0 were needed (see also [12] ).
Example 1. In 2D we choose the unit square Ω := (0, 1) 2 , and in 3D the unit cube Ω := (0, 1) 3 . We choose the bubble function u(
as the exact solution in both 2D and 3D.
On Tables 3 and 4 we have calculated the majorant M values with Algoritm 1 for four different meshes in 2D and 3D, respectively. The approximation v was calculated with linear nodal finite elements. For measuring the quality of the chosen free parameters β and y, we have also included the values of the so-called efficiency index
The approximation v and flux approximation y of the smallest 2D mesh are depicted in Figure 4 . The iterations of Algorihtm 1 were stopped if the distance of the previous value of the majorant to the new value (normalized with the previous value) was less than 10 −4 . 
Solving the eddy-current problem using Nédélec elements
We split the boundary into two parts:
The 2D eddy-current problem reads as
for a searched function E ∈H ΓD (curl, Ω) := {v ∈ H (curl, Ω) | v × n = 0 on Γ D }, where n denotes the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω. Here the right hand side F ∈ L 2 (Ω, R 2 ), and the positive material parameters µ, κ ∈ L ∞ (Ω) are given. The generalized formulation of (7) is
Example 2 ([1], p. 40). We choose the unit square Ω := (0, 1) 2 with κ = µ = 1. We split the domain in two parts Ω 1 := {x ∈ Ω | x 1 > x 2 } and Ω 2 := Ω\Ω 1 in order to define the following discontinuous exact solution:
E Ω1 (x) := sin(2πx 1 ) + 2π cos(2πx 1 )(x 1 − x 2 ) sin (x 1 − x 2 )
2 (x 1 − 1) 2 x 2 − sin(2πx 1 ) , E Ω2 (x) := 0. The exact solution has a continuous tangential component at x 1 = x 2 , so E ∈ H (curl, Ω). Moreover, curl E Ω1 = 2x 2 (x 1 − x 2 )(x 1 − 1)(2x 1 − x 2 − 1) cos x 2 (x 1 − x 2 )
2 (x 1 − 1) 2 , curl E Ω2 = 0.
Clearly the rotation of E is continuous at x 1 = x 2 , and curl E ∈H 1 (Ω). Thus, the exact solution satisfies full Neumann boundary condition, so we set Γ D = ∅, and Γ N = ∂Ω.
We denote by v an approximation of the exact solution E of the system (7). In the discretization of (8) we need both the mass and stiffness matrices M Ned0 and K Ned0 . We see from Figure 5 that the 2D Nédélec element catches the normal discontinuity on x 1 = x 2 . In Table 5 we show how the error decreases as the mesh is uniformly refined.
